Nationwide, universities are feeling pressure from shrinking budgets, from technological delivery of traditional courses, and from changes to traditional curriculum. Student citizens and government are also feeling an economic crunch in which time to graduation and consumer models of education compete with traditional motivations and models of the university. During and after college, the student faces pressure to excel on exams to make college “pay off.”

Academic misconduct expert John Sener will discuss student and university integrity, ethics, and policy. Mr. Sener will address how students view cheating and borrowing from the massive resources available online to help them do so. The talks include best practices for university and departmental policy on ethics and cheating, on open access to educational material, and on pedagogies that foster an ethic in students toward their work.

Both sessions will discuss the above. The morning session will focus on students’ ethical choices and suitable university policy. The afternoon session will include instructional measures to promote classroom ethics. No RSVP required.
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